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To 01d Students:

-Aa all of you know, it was a great step for us to

movo here. for everybody. for Mrs. Elmhirat. for Mr. Elmhirst

and for Blddy, for each oi you. and for mtself. It was a

difficult time. and during all this time mrs. Elmhirst.

although it was part of her heart and because Dartington is

her heart, and our Studio was part of her - during this very

difficult process of tearing the hedrt to pieces which I have

observed from the beginuing - was able to let us go. In our

thoughts we have to send our gratitude for her great patience.

for her great heart. It was really a great experience for me

to see Mrs. Elmhirst in these days.

Beatrice was quite a different thing - she suffered

but she has been so active in preparing for our new life, and

we know that without Beatrice We would not be able to move -
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what Beatrice has done I do not think anybody also could do.

and nobody else would do. Only Beutrice's strange spirit has

done it. Beatrice has prepared everything for our future.

which we must appreciate. We must concentrate on this thing

for one single moment. We must make this point and thunk

Mrs. Elmhirst. Mr. Elmhirst. and Beatrice for all they haVe

done for us. Beotrico's spirit is responsible for our being

together. I want to thank Beatrice for all the things she

has done.

THE STYLE 0? THE CHEKHOV THEATRE STUDIO,

As we move to this other country. I wont to move

the style of our School - the style of our life. We have a

certain style, and I wont you to maintain and keep it and not

lose yourselves in insignificant things. Always remember that

we belong to this Studio. and there is something behind us

which must somehow radiate through us into society. when we

come in touch with other worlds. It must be developed. For

the new students - how we behave in our profession. it is

very important - not to make jokes about the serious work in

the class. Each of you will lend the new students. and when

we invite guests. it is important to show our style.

These are the four loading points:

Mrs. Elmhirst. fir. Elmhirst, and Biddy. The style

of our School.

uuoouno
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CHANGES IN APPROACH TO OUR EETHODI

L During those two and one half years perhaps the old

stuqente have learned something from no — I have learned much

moro from you. and for which I am very thankful to you. and

one of the rasultu of my lessons which I got from you is that

I have changed oomowhat my approach to you. and I have cro-

Etod a different plan for the work. I will tell you today

what it is. ‘

1. The main point in this new plan is that you

have to fulfill definite tasks which I will give you. or

course. I have given you tasks in the past, but this timu

it will be our main and guiding principle to prepare very

quickly the tasks which I will give you.

CONSCIOUS WORK:

2. You know that in our School we have very often

had students with talent. gifts. inspiration. and so on. Of

course. this is important. that is why we have our auditions

to try and find out whether our new friend hes enough talent

to join us. But we muut remember that talent is something

which is not in our newer. Actually. we may say that it does

not concern us at all whether we have talent. If we have no

talent. then our destiny will say to us. "Stop, and leave

this school." If we have talent. destiny will say. "Stay. go

on." I

What is interesting for us in our School is whether
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our‘futuro'aotors are able to £255 or not - this is the only

point which interests me. and which should interest you.

Because, through conscious work. through knowing how to do

and what to do. and what to reach. we can do much more than

talent can do if it is simply there hidden somewhere. Talent

and genius very often makes people uncertain and conceited.

(We know from the biographies of great people how much they

have suffered with their genius and talent when they were

not developed,\ But in our School. as a principle. work is

ZiEéE- talent is last. I have the right to appeal to your

ability to work. Knowing how to do it. and what to aim at I

have the right to ask you to work. and to bring mo the results

of your indépondent work.

CHANGE IN ATTITUDE TOWARD WORK:

The usual psychology that you are working in the

school and are quite free when the class is finished - this

usual csvchology is wrong for our School. If one is on

.being free

artist-actor and thinks that he can go onAwhen he stops his

work, he is wrong. This is all right in the business world -

from eleven to one and five to seven - here, it is impossible.

If you have the idea to develop yourselves as actors you must

work - on your tasks. your part, your development. Younust

pay attention not to lose your time during your free time. and

I must insist on it because I have told you that I have changed
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something in my Method. and that is mors and more conscious

work. You cannot fulfill this work if you feel that when you

have left thio room you are free - one is never free when one

is an artist, and not a businessman. Work. work, and work!

To 01d and New Students:

Now we shall start and I shall distribute first the

tasks which I will give you to prepare.

I would like to start our first lesson by saying

that what I am going to give you through a long period you

have to 355g. This is the most important thing. If I give

.‘you something, and it is not taken. it will be between us

and never in you - my only aim is to give you things which

you will absorb and make them your own things and ideas. If

not. you will always gngg something and will not be able to

g3 anything. To be able to do. that means: To take something

which is given and to make it your own.

For this aim. as I have told you already and will

repeat many times. you have to work hard. concentratedly.

decisively - you have to dooide,"I must get those things.

and after I get them I can modify them and apply them in an

individual way.“ But before you get them you cannot apply

them in the individual way.

If you will remember your first lesson today in

Eurhythmy. you will see that there are a lot of things that

you thought you knew (I mean the 01d Students), but if you
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were right and quiet and peaceful. you would see that there

are many new things in those old and simple things which were

given you. There is always something there to be accepted.

to be understood. to be taken and adjusted to yourself. and

yourself to be adjusted to it. So never enter this room or

go to miss Crouther'o lessons with the idea. “This is an old

story." Come every day fresh with the idea. "What can 1 get

today from the same thing?“ Then you will grow and develop

your own talent.

The first rule. and the most important. I give you

today: To be able to work qun old things as if they were

neg. It will help you and me and our work.

In addition to the hard work which I expect from

you. you have to be patient and wait for things I am going

to give you. and do not expect to get all those things in

one week. in one month. I will give totyou slowly and see

if you are able to get it and then I will go on. If I see

you are not yet able to get it. I must wait until you do get

it. In our work in England, I applied the different prin—

ciples which I have always used in Russia and other countries

before I entered England and America. and it was right for

theae countries but apparently wrong for England ~ I gave too

much at once - many rules and they overwhelmed us. You have

taught me to change my principles - one thing slowly, but it

must be taken.
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IMAGINATION:

Now the first thing I am going to give you. and you

have to take, is the idea that the creative ability in us as

artists is based on one thing (one for the time being) which

we call the ability for imagination. Everybody has the

 

ability of imagination — without this ability. for instance,

no one would have his meals. Imagination is the thing without

which a person is spiritually and mentally ill.

The artist must not be satisfied with the amount of

imagination he has from Nature -xhe has to develop it, through

the School. through exercises, through many efforts we have

to develop our imagination. There is no limit to developing -

the imagination. If we think we are able to imagine every-

thing we want - if our imagination is very vivid — that means

go on. This ability can be developed to such a state that

the imagination will be the artist. It must be so powerful.

and so beautiful and inspiring that you become the eternal

student.of your own imagination. This is the ideal. One of

us may have more imagination than another, but what is more

important is how much I can develop my imagination. It is

very comforting to know that imagination can be developed to

an unlimited degree. with this idea I want you to work on

imagination.

1. Imagination is connected with many things which,

before we start to explore the problem, seem to have no con-

1.x.
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nection with us. ‘ But the more we work this way. the more we

see that many things: are in close connection with this-mer-

velous ability to imagine. For instance. when we imagine we

think that this is a purely psychological process. which is

true. but if you will explore the question you will see one

interesting thing, and that is the human being. or actor. of

artist imagines very much in accordance with his body. If I ‘

an slim. all my imagination is inclined to be slim. If I am

fat, all my imagination becomes fat and clumsy. If I think.

for instance, that I have the right to tell everybody tho

full truth. and am always speaking the truth without paying

attention whether anybody needs it, the imagination thug

becomesvery limited and very narrow-minded. If you have an

illness which you have not had before, and you compare your

imagination before and after this illness which due!) not

allow you to move as quickly as before. you will see your

imagination is different because of this thing. If you have

certain family connections. happy or unhappy. you will see

that this family life influences you.

Imagination it: connected with so many things. and

if we say to ourselves: I imagine as I, that means that I

kill my o'cm-ability to be an artist. If I am going to train

my imagination. that means that I am going to defeat my ill-

ness. my family problem, my bodily difficulties and all

these things. i-éy imagination has to be powerful enough to
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dictate to my heart. to my body. to my narrow ideas. To

develop our imagination means to lift it up over all the

things which are usual in and around us - to lift it no high

that it is inspiring me as a free thing.

I want you to try to remember this talk - try to

elaborate it. - This is what I require of you as it concerns

the theoretical part. It is very good for the old students

to go over these things as if they are new for them. because

it will give you very much.

First Exercise in Imagination:

Will you imagine things which I will tell you:

Imagine a very small white flower - Imagine a very big red

flower. If you imagine two things which are not psycholog—

ical things, simply physical things - one small white flower

and one big red flower. you can see that they are not only

different from each other, they are for you as an artist

psychologically different .- tho small white flower awakens

in you a different psychology from that of the big red flower.

so you have to add your psycholog to your imagination. If

you will develop your imagination. your psychology will follow

your imagination. and your imagination will awaken your

psycholog.

Exercise:

Imagine again these two flowers, and try to pay
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attention to the small white flower and the big red flower.

By tiying to do so (and this is the exercise which I give you

as a task) you will see. or foresee, or anticipate that when

you have a part and are free enough to work on this part (not

only for four weeks. which is impossible from the point of

View of art) your imagination will lead you into the outer

and inner life of the oharactor.‘ How can the actor create a

part in four weeks any more than an author can white a new

Faust or a new Macbeth? If you have time to develop the part,

you have to imagine your character and to Boo his outer

appearance, just as in the case of those two flowers. you

have to penetrate into the inner life of the charaoter you

are going to portray a3 well.

For instance. imagine King Lear. and see the whole

costume; etc; What is King Lear's psychology? You must make

the effort to see his psychology. his soul, how he feels,

>how he thinks. how he wishes and desires - his mood. is he

loving, is he angry? .The real actor is able to see the psy-

chology. It requires tremendous power of the imagination to

plunge into this character and 5321 it. Through the power

of my imagination I have to be King Lear immediately. The

ability to imagine 1512 the character.

when we §tart imagining as beginners. then we see

that our imagination is very weak. If we imagine. for instance.

two pieces of wood in the most simple way, in the form of a
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cross. you will see how helpless these things are when they

move. This cross cannot be a real cross until you fix it.

otherwise it will make you dizzy. Try to imagine the arose

as it really is. You see how weak your imagination is be-

cause you cannot stop it - you cannot fix the object — and

this requires long and patient work to develop the will

power which will not only give you the pictures, but will be

able to fix the picture in you. _

If you will imagine not such a simple thing as a

cross. but a character, you will see that for this aimyou

require great will power which can come through the exer-

cises. If these exercises are really taken. you will see

that they are the life itself, the power itself. the idea

itself.

CONCENTRATION.

To be able to start this long way of developing

the imagination we have to pay attention to the fact that

the great weakness in our imagination lies in our inability

to be able to concentrate. We are so distracted in our life

that we cannot really keep our attention'on one point as

long as we need. We concentrate on something as long as it

is interesting or a necesoity. but the ability to be able to

concentrate on things which we. as artists, choose is not

there. Very often artists and actors try to escape the nec-

eseity to meet this problem of concentration by saying
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consciously or unconsciously. "The artist must be free," and.

therefore, under the guise or disguise of freedom they actu-

ally do nothing. The artist can only be free when he has his

own power psychologically and physically. One must be able

to control and master his own being. But to be able to have

one's own psychology and body and everything in one's own

power, one has to develOp the ability to concentrate without

which all efforts will be almost in vain.

This is the beginning. and I want to give you cer-

tain ideas about imagination. as we understand it in our

school. The problem must be taken absolutely seriously,

otherwise your time is lost. and my time is lost, and Beatricu's

confidence in us is lost.

THE FOUR BROTHERS!

Exercise: Feeling of the whole:

' One thing which the artist must have continuously

in his artist's nature is the feclin: of the whole. The

artist. whatever he does. must do it with the feeling of

completeness or wholeness. ‘If he enters the stage. he must

feel the complete thing. If he speaks. it must be a complete

thing - no floundering or vagueness - everything must be done

as a whole thing. yhysically and psychologically. This mar-

velous feeling of the whole must be awakened in each of us

through exercises. Then you will feel how beautifulis this

feeling of the whole. It is like the ground on which you can
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be firm. and the audience will absorb and take everything

bccauae you give it to them in such a beautiful form. Try

to take it as if it warn a new thing. Try to awaken this

feeling of the whole by a simple movement.

Exercise:

Lift your hands up. hnd then down, and consider the

whole proceea as one whole thing - a small hiocc of art. Try

to take pleasure in doing these things completely.

Start kneeling down on one knee, then lifting the

hands and then getting up. Thie to be considered as one

unbroken thing which you are able to produce as artists.

Recall and realize this pleasure which comes from the human

nature - completeness of everything we do.

Now the some movement absolutely complete. with

the fccling of the whole. but in a very quick tempo. Over-

come the protests of the body with this feeling of the whole.

I need this thing. therefore. I force my body to be obedient.

The feeling of the whole - make it complete - recall the

beauty of this feeling of the whole].

If you will do such exercises, you will gradually

and naturally get a certain distaste for vague and unelaborated

things on the stage; which is very lmportnat. We have to love

our art. but we have to hate some things in our art so that

we will never confuse this feeling of vaguely being on the

stage. It must be eliminated. If I am going to "perform? a
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vague person. it must be done - I have. to imagine the person

like this - I have to imagine a whole for this urn-whole

per-none

Examine:

...e. Sentence: "To mm, to sea, the coin in 0761:.“ “...."he.

will you apeal: altogether thie'nentenco. no that eeoh‘of you

hue the same feeling of the whoie when you are speaking the

sentence.

Combine trio thingu: Invent a certain movement

Which can have none connection with thin sentence. Produce

_th;’;p sentence and the movement which you will find yourselvan‘tm
 

Imagine for a moment what kind of movement you want to do.

Spool: and‘ move 51‘. the some time. Hove enough patience to

auetain this inner power. “’50 not confuse the two.thingun .....M,

., One in to'efiqi'; into pieceu, onother 13 to be able to do

etaccu‘tc nifhynueeu which do not brcgk the form - staccato —.

legato with pounce.

The feelings: the whole is able to embrace every—

thing whether it in eteccete er legato. When you do your

exercises on the feeling of the whole. the feeling of the

whole not only embrace-D the exercise but the whole life. It

in a great gift when acicn‘étiatu or artists are able to

embrace their whole profeuaion no one big whole thing.

Here in the thing you are going to do: anticipation -

feeling of the whole — sustain. You hava awakened in your soul
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things which will alvmya be there. You must do it consciously.

Tho teacher nun-t 1mm: what mun bu awakened in tho student

and what uhnll be dropped. This ability to anticipnto - to

on 0110 whole thing - to auntuin - feeling of tho'wholo.

NOW I shall give you tnoku.

How‘studnntn:

For the young students the tam: must be based only

and cx‘éluoivoly on the imagination. ao'thnt tho thingo I will

as}; you to {atopnro and will work on with you. 41nd on which

you have to work alone. try to'baoo only on the imagination.

Imagine things and characters and through your imagination

try to doveloy the character. All things which will disturb

01d Students:

The tank 111th ha paged on throo things:

Imagination

Groundo

Qualities

When you show no your work. you 1:th bo able to tell what

qualities you were trying to got - what grounds you took.

Au x10 are going to prepare two pluyu. I will am]:

you aluo to work on your parta- We must wait for Lit.

Shdanoff for ronoarcam. and prepare for him our p'artu separ—

ately and. individually. We are not able to do the whole

work because he has ru-writton the play. and secondly, I

need his help physically.
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DON QUIXOTE -

Don Quixote

Hoot

lot Harlot

2nd Harlot

lot Shepherd

2nd Shepherd

Sancho Panza

January 16. 1939

John to be Author

Sam

Warner

Deirdre

Erika

Alonzo

Hurd

Woody

fld-Qfiflfifi

FISHING SCENE .“ Iris to be Author Eris Trea

Woman who loses her husband Erika

Fisherman who is saved

01d Fisherman

Alonzo

Warner

flacanon

r\\i
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CHARACTERIZATION I

Shdanoff 'Playl [The Eosriessed]:

The Character- of "Slim Mike“ I or:'Fodkak"ja

will you magma quite freely while 1 tell you the

thing: about the character. Will you all imagine the some

thing. ‘ '

Character: Escaped convict (try to imagine .tho

escaped convict. and try to change the image in

accordance with new things. This is the technique

-to be able to see everything changed and elaborated

until you will get the desire to express. and this

is the right way -.to be so rich in our imagination

that we get the desire finally to act. Start with

imagination and finish with acting).

A ohameleso person, without any conscience.

young. handsome. able to kill people as eaoily as

moving his hand. .Hie nature is very crude and

rude - he tries to hide his nature under the guise

of politeness in all his movements, in speech, in

everything - he triee to wear his costume, even

though it in old. in the most gentlemen He

has alwayu a knife with him - when he takes his

)mii‘o we see that thie knife and hie hand are one

thing - ho managoo this knife as a painter would

his brush or a playwright his pen - it is a thing

which belongs to him and he loves his knife and he

works with it skilfully and beautifully.

Through his outer image please look into his soul

and mind. Let him move before your mind's eye and follow his

movemento. and try to picture his soul. If he were able to

analyze his own psychological attitude toward the whole world.

and the peeple around him. he would say perhaps. “My desire

is to make everybody around no sleepy - my desire is that

everybody sleeps and I am walking alone through the world. and

I on managing everyone. killing and stealing." This main

psychology has created in him a certain kind of walk. He
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walks beautifully so that each step shows. "I want you to be

sleepy and i want to be alone in my world." All his move-

ments are in a certain way beautiful.

~Ixrzzigine this character along the lines I give you.

and try to elaborate his speech on the basis of the imagina—

tion I give you. His speech. his manner of walking. how he

keeps his shoulders. neck and arms. When I ask you next time

to please show me how he walks. runs, speaks, listens. how

he is thinking, how he is looking. everything must be absol-

utely clear to you because of this effort to imagine him.

Henry Yountr's Plav: [Scenirm Evening l

The Character of‘mhc Earhart:

Small village or twon in Italy or Spain. There is

o. barber shop and the character is the Barber. He

thinks himself as beautiful as a lion - poveri‘ul.

strong. handsome: that there are no girls in the

whole worldwhe will meet him and not fall at his

feet. Actually he has B. very naive and stupid

face. at the same time, a very childish and very

charming person. He thinks he is very gracious

and each movement he does he thinks it is beautiful.

but actually ‘eoch movement he does is very stupid,

primitive and naive and not beautiml at all. He

is satisfied with himself absolutely. When he meets

a girl he becomes immediately very aggressive. and

he cannot think of any other connections \1ith.girls.

Ho fools that it is almost his duty to be aggressive

with the girls. He has invented a very strange

coifmre which is at the some time an advertisement

and the means to attract girls. Ho loves and desires

his o'm body and thinks he is so strong - he crushes

everything he touches - when he embraces the girls

they suffer. The whole world for him is divided

into two parts” girls and wives, and husbands. The

husbands' world frightens him tremendously. and he

becomes powerless and his muscles are weak. He

?\ LC
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becomes very strong in the company of the girls.

He has a very quick and tempestuous nature.

The Character-”The Mother“ in Shdanoff's Play - The Possessed l

The mother is an old lady. “fold-fashioned lady.

Everything in her in expressing the mother's.atti-

tudo toward the world and especially toward her‘ son.

Her whole life and meaning could‘bo expressed in the

following ways To take care '

> To protect

Te defend

To encourage people who are week

Not at all sentimental — nothing of usual softness.

‘ quite the opposite - she is a very strong person

with a very clear brain - sho penetrates into the

psychology of the person with when she has to speak

or help and says and does everything with absolute

ourencso. She is the widow of a General, of very

good family. and in the town where she lives she is

as important so the Governor himself - her influence

is unlimited. She is absolutely responsible for

each word she says, for each movement she makes, for

each thing she, does because she knows how important

it is. She does not allow herself to speak too

much, or to open]: things which she cannot justify.

etc. She has a. very strange son when nobody can

undorstdndfihflt even she is not able to understand‘

and this is her tmgcdy - this is a. really

tragic person. She feels and knows that her son is

unhappy: that he experiences deep tmgedy, but what

tragedy she cannot guess because he has so many

masks and guises that even her mother's heart cannot

getthorc to help. Two different and contrasting

situations - she is was}: and lost when with her son -

only her heart dictates to help him but she cannot.

She wears only black clothes.

Try to imagine her not so much thinking about things

she has to deal with as meditating everything, even when saying.

“How do you do."

character: Daniel“ 1] The Strangeza in Shdanoi‘f's Ploy — 'i‘he

Possessed I
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We have tried to find this character in a very seri-

ous way. We have spoken about the person who. through

_his_great spiritual experience. his consciousness. has

"the'ability to understand and feel the whole cosmic

life. For instance. we know there are people who are

much intorestdd in small things, such as a stamp col-

lection. with no other interest for things. There

are people who have interest in many things at once,

and there are people who have interest in things which

are not material or visible and tangible. but they

feel they exist and they get interest from these

things. A plant grows (tho stamp collector will be

satisfied that the tree grows) but such s.character

as “Daniel" has interest for the tracessref growth!

Keynes interest for all the plants of the earth.

trees. roots. leaves. and so on. Then it can be some-

‘thing which interests a person in the stars ~ dimen-

sions which are too huge to realize 1 when they try

to realize those distances end this world of plants.

and the process of the thunder storm. they sometimes

get a shock which opens their consciousness so that

there is eternity. Once he gets this feeling for _

eternity and is not frightened. then it is something'

which we call cosmic consciousness. and then the

person is always living the life everywhere. That

is what we try to get. This person cries because

he is happy - he is serious because he lives in ever]-

one. So when Nicholas enters the room. it is as if

he knew before that Nicholas would come because this

person who lives everywhere knows beforehand things

which are going to occur. Before it happens he knows

what is going to happen.

Now add to this character which we will try to

elaborate. that he tries to laugh. His consciousness is

, cosmic. but he cen laugh. Cosmic consciousness at the end of \,

his days.

GflDfl-fi-Gfi

FOUR QUALITIES - FOUR-BROTHERS:

The four qualities which I want to awaken - the

four qualities which we must have in our nature arel
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1. Feeling of the whole

2. Feeling of form

3. Feeling of beauty

h. Feeling of ease

whatever we do on the stage must have definite

form — nothing vague or floundering in form. The feeling

of form in speech you will get from miss Crowther. The

feeling of form in our movements, partly from Eurhythny and

partly here. Soliloquios you will get from files Crowther

which will give you the poeeiblity to find form. From our

‘ point of view we have alwaye.to try to speak with the feel-

ing of form.

Pay attention to your body which has been given

you by Nature. Remember that the body is a beautiful form.

The head in a form, the neck is a form. the chest, every—

thing is form which in given to you - you have only to appre-

ciate these things as an artist and especially as an actor -

we have to show our art through our bodies, therefore. we

must know the body and appreciate it. For instance. if I

love or hate on the stage. I express it by using my form. my

body. If my body in something about which I know nothing,

how can I express my hate or love on the stage? Now try to

see how interestingly this form (the body) can be moved. I

go forward — I can go backward ~ I lift my hands - this is my

profession and my body is beautiful. Everything from the

point of View of form. Realize that the body is a beautiful

form and that it can be used freely. Even the fingers are
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very interesting — they are able to create different forms

and make different interesting moods.

Now do the following: Having this feeling of form

because of your body. you haveigeneral ground for this thing

we aro trying to do. Each movement muot be experienced by

the actor as a form. For inntance. will you take something

and put it back where you took it from. and experience this

simple and naturalistic movement from the point of view of

form. This is a form which I create each time - do it with

the feeling of form. Be sure that you are able to keep it.

‘ Keeping this feeling of form, please gay the

sentence: ”The snow is falling." Try to speak it without

exaggerating your speech - the feeling of form in general.

Now try to do it individually.

Try to combine the sentence with the movement. For

instance. I am sitting down - movement and sentence.

Exercise:

Walk from one side to another and when you cross the

middle of the room. dr0p something and pick it up and then

walk to the wall - one whole thing - beginning. anticipation -

end,: sustaining. Now do it again with the feeling of form.

Now please add this sentence: "I have dropped my handkerchief."

and the sentence must be included as a whole.

If something dioturbe and stops you from fulfilling

your aim, it must be painful. If you get accustomed to
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unfinished things and it does not torture you, that means

you have spoiled your artistic nature. The artiotle actor

is always suffering if something is not started right and

not accomplished - be aware of a certain unpleasant feeling

and. encourage it. Artists must enjoy what in good and must

suffer from what is bad. without this suffering we are

somehow blind -V- I will loo): at it and find how painful and

dreadful it is. The beauty of art and the ugliness of art.

If you do not mow the ugly you will never hnov when you do

ugly things. When things are done on the stage which are

not accomplished. without any form. you must atop and see

how d‘readfiu it is.

How the same thing with the sentence for the feel—

ing of form. new combine the feeling of form and the feeling“ ,4 >

of the whole.

Please remember that the idea of all these exercinea

is not the exercise itself, but to awaken in our nature the

constant amenity to be always able to build forms on the

stage; to ra-creato our nature. You must take these exer-

cises with the desire to teke them. and to awaken your nature

by means of the exercise. Do not take them being somehow

apart — try to be one with the exercises. then you will awaken

something in your nature.

Feeling of easel
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That means that everything we have to do on the

stage must be done easily. The audience cannot bear too much

effort — more effort than is necessary always makes the

inpreosion that the audience does not like it. Spend just

a little lees energy than is necessary. The feeling of also

can he developed in everything you do (almost losing your

weight). When after the porfomcanoe the actor foolo much

more free and olive. this is how it should be done. You

must go through the whole performance as though you had

done nothing. . ‘

Feeling of form:

by body is light and easy. It is possible‘ to

experience the body without using it. just as well as we

can experience it as a heavy thing. Light. “easy body -

feeling of case - move. walk. run. walk. stop. It is by

psychologically having the definite to be light and easy that _

you will get it. ‘

Exorcism

Lie down and éet up - light and easy - psychology

and movement lighter and lighter. Try to be so light that

there in no noise at all - so light that you will not hear

yourselves.

Now. quicker tempo without weight and without

noise. Now. try to speak tho sentences.
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Feelinr: of beautyl‘ .

The danger is to seem to be beautiful - the feeling

of beauty is inside of us - we do such unboautlful things on

the stage. We have to develop this feeling of beauty no that

the volco in us will stop us from doing unbcautiful things.

Huh to do it? It does) not mean that I want you to go'about

always as angels -- the most ugly thing muot be done with this

feeling of beauty. then it becomes art. l1: does not mean to

£21123, the beauty. but inwardly I must not he ugly. Do not

M beauty- 3g beautiful. ‘Tho only danger is tof'show Orin“,

Exercise:

Cross: the icon and drop the handkerchief with the

fooling of beauty, without showing beauty.

Try to combine the feeling of the whole, feeling of

form. feeling of ease. fooling of beauty ~ all Four Brothers

which we must have continuously.

IMAGINATION I

New Students:

Imagination is tho 1351913 for all the following work

and preparation. 1. Imagine everything you are told and

given. 2. Through your imagination try to dovalop the charac-

ter. 3. Try to discourage everything that will diaturb your

imagination.
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01:! Students:

Wail: is to based on the following three things: 1.

. Imagination. 2. Grounds. 3. Quolities. You must be able to

dofino what qualities you are trying to get. what grounds you

have taken, and the results of the work in imagination.

OerWIQDfi

Work upon the par-1:23 in the two plays. We will pre-

pare the parts individually for Shdanoff's play, The Possessed.-

 

I-‘ranoes (Paquio)

Mary Lou

Alonzo

‘ The following are the parts you must work on:

Beatrice Lisa _

Spanish Evening

Deirdre SpanishoWaning

_ Jean Spaniuh Evening

Lisa.

Hurd Kirilov

Warner Slim {Elke

Barber

Captain

John Flynn Stavrogin

Officer [Drozdo‘a

Petpr Stavnogi

Officer EDrozdovj

Priest .

Tor/fence Officer [Drazdov‘l

Martha '

Eartha

Drozdov
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Alan V Spinish Evening

Erica mother (Hrs. Stavrogln)

. Spanish Evening

'Woudio - Daniel

sun Carficntcr

MEETING 91’ ASSISTMTSI

REV] APPROACH TO OUR METHOD; ‘_

.In tho nlow plan no may not In concentrated only

on special ticks. Bvoryjbody musé‘do everything - lemons on

imagigxntlon. rohcuroing. 'otc.‘. otc. Everyone must be in tho

piptfiro all the flue. find must hoop each other informed of

the war): that in Inning done. One war}: for all assistants.

It will require certain nttofitipn to each othor'n work,

which war: not necessary before.

I have chosen only tho mum-13153 thingfl 1n the

Method to ha and:

1. Imagination

2. Objective

3. Atmpophoro

. Psychological Gesture (very late)

5. $1915.21ch (pmacnco. radiation)

We will try to confine ouraalvea to those five

points. but will tn} ftb push fixtufihcfi overythmg' which will

help; For instfinco. in the war}: on liaginu'bian we must try ,

to introduce concentration and imoi-fiorhtlazi - it will be

under one heading. whereas before we made separate fihlngo 02’

each ano-
‘
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RHYTHM:

A series of extra exercises will lead to the feeling

of rhythm:

1. The four brothers - feeling of form, whole.

eaue. beauty.

2. Dynamic - diminuondo L- crcscondo. legato a.

staccato. rhythmical waves.

3. climaxes.

1;. Psychology of the pause.

5. Variety of repetitions (as a rhythmical

element).

6. Three parts - beginning. middle. and end.

For the moment this is all. We will be able to

make our Method much more compact. and be able to concentrate

on each point much more. We will not jumpfl‘om one thing to

another. but will work on the imagination for weeks if nec—

eacary. until we get it. The rhythmical exercises will be

interspersed.

IMAGINATIOH I

It is a very good sign when our imagination sono-

timee shows us two contradictory things - it means there is

a third thim somewhere which we must try to find. Original-

ity is a combination of things which cannot be combined by a

person who is unable to combine contradictory things. only

a great artist can do original things. because his creative

spirit allows him to combine things which another artiat will

not be able to do.

Exercises for Imagination.

1. Concentration

2. Imagine the thing you have to concentrate on.
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2. Imagine something that does not exist.

. Change: the image and let it affect you.

5. Incorporation.
'

6. Imagination then becomes inspiration. The

image then leads you. ' '

To develop the imagination you combino' 11113503511310

thingn, and this is the way to becomo'original.


